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One well-known disadvantage of stellarators is the difficulty of achieving confined particle

orbits, especially for fast particles. Because of this, demonstrating good confinement of fast

ions, such as those produced by ICRH or NBI heating, is an important goal of W7-X; efficient

heating is only possible with good confinement. It is also possible that the fast ion wall loads

produced by these heating systems might pose an operational constraint for W7-X. Predictive

modelling of the W7-X NBI system is important, because it allows identifying operational sce-

narios with good fast ion confinement, as well as potential beam hot-spots, even before the

commissioning of the device.

The confinement of fast particles is strongly influenced by the magnetic field, plasma density

and temperature profiles, as well as the radial electric field. One way to study the effects of

these properties on fast ion confinement are short NBI pulses, which produce a well-defined

fast particle population. Also, with short enough pulses the beam is nearly non-perturbative to

the plasma profiles. These beam pulses can be numerically simulated using a Monte Carlo test

particle code.

In this contribution, we have simulated NBI wall loads in W7-X for nine different operational

scenarios, which had been designed for vanishing bootstrap current [1]. These covered three

different densities; n0 = 0.75 · 1020m−3, n0 = 1.5 · 1020m−3 and n0 = 0.3 · 1020m−3; and three

different edge ι values; ι = 5/5, ι = 5/4, and ι = 5/6.

The beam ionization and transport were simulated using the ASCOT suite of codes, namely

the NBI ionization code BBNBI [2] and the Monte Carlo orbit following code ASCOT4 [3].

ASCOT has previously been used mainly for tokamaks, but as an inherently non-axisymmetric

code it is suitable for stellarators as well. Furthermore, ASCOT allows arbitrarily complex wall

geometry to be used, allowing detailed evaluation of heat loads to different wall components.
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